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Can we say we're safe here tonight?
We'll follow, he's waiting for us
Stay away from the neon lights
It burns our eyes

Take a, take a look
Lets see what I see
It's not pretty to think I had it made
Just a habit stripped away
Stay pretty, cause that's all you got
You took us and threw it all away

I am your guardian in charge for now
I stand so broken, so quiet it's spoken
You're better off without her, you just don't know it

All things engulfed in with our eyes unopened
Stealing our time from sleep

Can we say we're safe here tonight
(Can we say we're safe here tonight)
We'll follow, he's waiting for us
Stay away from the neon lights (stay away)
It burns our eyes

There's never beauty from the inside
There's never beauty all around you
I want it, I want it so bad
But you blew it, you blew it

I am your off for you

But I don't want it but I'll sing it
But I don't want it but I'll sing it loud
Cause I'm alive, I'm alive for the first time in years
And I'll sing

Welcome home to me
Pray for you my god
How good as your are
Make me this inkling a goodbye
On the floor (on the floor)
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On the eyes (on the eyes)
To engage for hours apart
I worked out how you're doing, how are you feeling?

We watched the stars fall
How can something so beautiful be catastrophic?
I have nights I brought you
One last time, one last time we're about to find you

I think this world can break

This beauty burning from the inside (x3)

Right here there's beauty burning from the inside
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